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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1101574A2] A toolbox includes a metal upper casing, a metal lower casing including a first lateral side pivotally connected to a first lateral
side of the metal upper casing and a second lateral side releasably engaged with a second lateral side of the metal upper casing, and four end
closures made of plastic material and attached to the ends of the metal upper casing and the ends of the metal lower casing, respectively. Each
of the ends of the metal upper casing and the metal upper casing and the metal lower casing has a plurality of engaging holes. Each end closure
includes a mediate portion, two lateral walls, and an end wall. A plurality of stops are extended from the end wall to form a gap between each stop
and the mediate portion and the lateral walls of the end closure, the gap being sized to fittingly receive an associated end of one of the metal upper
casing and the metal lower casing. Each of the mediate portion and the lateral walls of the end closure includes an inner side with a plurality of
retainers formed thereon. Each retainer is securely engaged with an associated engaging hole. <IMAGE>
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